
American Club Sessions 2022-2023 

 Loengu nimetus /tund aeg 

1 Ice-breaker (conversational game): ’Let’s talk about our last 

summer’. Question words (revision). Grammar: revision of Present 

Simple, Present Continuous, Present Perfect, Past Simple, Past 

Continuous. 

’What makes me happy’ (conversational game). 

New York (presentation and discussion). 

22.09.2022 

2 My favourite weather (conversational game). Weather and seasons 

vocabulary revision. Clothes vocabulary revision. 

Cardinal and ordinal numbers. ’Let’s count’ (conversational 

game).Dates and prices. 

29.09.2022 

3 Have and have got (grammar). 

Useful vocabulary (expressions with ’have’). 

The Ritz.(Facilities and diferent activities). 

Such diferent hotels……(discussion). 

06.10.2022 

4 Talking about obligation. 

American and British words for clothes. 

Present and Past obligation with have to , had to 

My obligations (discussion). Conversational game. 

20.10.2022 

5 Using comparatives to describe places. 

Adjectives for places and objects, transport (part 1). 

Compare interesting places in the USA and Estonia (discussion). 

Guess the place (conversational game). 

10.11.2022 

6 Using superlatives to describe places. 

Adjectives for places and objects, transport. 

24.11.2022 



Interesting places in the USA discussion. Guess the place 

(conversational game). 

7 ’What is your favourite restaurant? Why? (conversation). 

Describing restaurants (adjectives). Roleplay:’Let’s eat out’  

Traditional American food (conversation). Thanksgiving day 

celebration (discussion). Traditional American Thanksgiving  dishes 

competition.  

01.12.2022 

8 Traditional American Christmas food. 

(presentation and talk) 

Classic American Diners. Favourite American dishes. Restaurant 

menu Vocabulary. 

’Give it a try!’ (American cuisine. Degustation. Discussion. 

15.12.2022 

9 Talking about future. Grammar: Future Simple. 

Grammar: The future with going to do. 

’What’s the plan?’ (Planning a holiday: conversational game). 

Christmas, New Year (talk). Christmas and New Year traditions in 

America. Christmas vocabulary. Poetry contest (game).  

19.01.2023 

10 Conversational game: ’What are your plans?’ 

Grammar: Will for predictions. Will for promises. 

Discussing  predictions for the year 2023. Future plans. 

Conversational game: ’My New Year Resolutions’. 

02.02.2023 

11 Describing the origins of products. 

Materials and possessions. 

Present Simple Passive. 

Guess the object (game). 

16.02.2023 

12 Talking about consequences. 09.03.2023 



Verbs and their opposites. 

Questionnaire on behaviour. 

Grammar revision : Zero conditional / First Conditional. 

Conversational game: ’If / When you.......’. 

13 Conversational activity:Describing jobs. Activities at work 

(vocabulary). 

’ Very different jobs’ (discussion). 

Popular jobs in Estonia and the USA. 

Language focus: Offers and requests. 

Communicational activity:  Making and responding to offers and 

requests. 

30.03.2023 

14 Useful vocabulary for travelling. 

A statistics quiz. 

Complaints. 

Conversational activity: Giving some advice on booking a hotel . 

20.04.2023 

15 Conversational activity: Giving reasons. Shops and purchases. 

Money vocabulary. 

Grammar: Because / for and infinitive of purpose (with to). 

’What can you say about our American Club? (discussion with the 

American Club members (suggestions)). Farewell party. ‘My 

favourite American dessert’ contest. 

04.05.2023 

 

 


